
Harvest



Natural Fit 

Making people’s outdoor experiences better: It’s what we do and, in 

Loll Designs, we found the perfect partner to keep that mission going. 

Loll Designs shares our enthusiasm for good design that fits the spirit 

of the outdoors−fresh, natural, and inviting.





Shared Experiences

The Harvest line of communal tables brings us together—whether 

friends, coworkers, or classmates—to share our experiences 

outdoors. It celebrates the good life for those who work hard and 

relax harder. It invites us to “settle in” and share a conversation, a 

meal, a goal, a laugh, or simply to enjoy the view.







Fun in Function 

Some of our best moments are made outdoors, and Harvest is here 

to help. Including rectangular tables in standing and dining heights, 

round tables in standing and dining heights, a round casual height 

table, and a round side table, the Harvest line welcomes a full range of 

postures from upright and more formal to low-to-the-ground, kicked 

back and fully relaxed. Across the board, Harvest tables are generously 

sized and constructed from durable high density polyethylene (HDPE), 

designed to gather the whole group in daylight or moonlight. For the 

rectangular tables, an optional LED light spanning the center sets 

the mood with warm, gentle illumination. For the round side table, an 

optional fire pit insert creates a signature outdoor experience that 

reflects the casual, carefree and “lollygagging” spirit at the heart of 

Harvest. Benches and stools in standing and dining height round 

out the Harvest line, accommodating a variety of postures, outdoor 

environments, and use cases. 







Casual Done Right

Harvest’s HDPE surfaces won’t get too hot or cold and require  

low-to-no maintenance. The line’s colors are blended into the plastic, 

and a UV-resistant compound is added to the pigment, ensuring 

many vibrant years in Leaf Green, Apple Red, Sunset Orange, Navy, 

Dusk, or Black. The rust-proof commercial grade cast and extruded 

aluminum supports and understructure are finished with Landscape 

Forms’ proprietary powdercoating to resist fading and chipping.







Good Green Fun 

The Harvest table, bench and stool tops are made with post-consumer 

recycled plastic, keeping a considerable amount of valuable HDPE out 

of the landfill. All elements in the Harvest line are manufactured with 

nearly zero waste, and, at the end of their useful lives, your Harvest 

tables, benches and stools can be completely recycled.











Materials

Fog

Sage Blue Ash Dusk

Matte BlackObsidian Terra Nutmeg Onyx

Loll Leaf Green ForestMoss Loll Navy Blue

Clay MangoLemon Loll Sunset Orange Chili Loll Apple Red

Silver Metallic Gloss Black

Gloss White

Steel MetallicMercury Metallic Bronze Metallic Titanium Metallic

Vivid Series - Powdercoated Metal* (Fine Texture)

Neutral Series - Powdercoated Metal*

Architectural Series - Powdercoated Metal* (Fine Texture) 



Materials Loll Designs - High-Density Polyethylene (H.D.P.E)*  

Black Charcoal Grey Apple Red Leaf Green Sunset Orange Navy Blue



Statement of Line

Firepit

Table

Stool

Fire Pit with Cover

Bench
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